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ABSTRACT. Formulae for the miilliplct .eparation factors in the configurations 
45 and 3(F. 4/) are derived and used for the calculation of the niulliplet separations. 
Tlie values are compared with the expeiiinental data.
T N 'r R () T) IT C T 1 O N
In continuation of our carlici work on the term values of Cr II, the 
iiiultiplet separation factors m the coiiHgurations 3(i’ .4.s' and were
calculated. The theory of niulti[)let sei)aralion factors was given for 
equivalent electron configuration l.)y (loudsniit (igaS) and for the addition 
of an .V or /’ electron by ('loiidsinit and lluni])hrcys (193S). The woiking 
details may again be found in two papers by V. K. R ro (rQpS). The formulae 
for 3(IV 4.? and ^d\ 4p were not available in literature as far as we were 
aware and so were derived by ns. The results are described below.
C 0  N J' 1 Cr II R A T I O  N 3<P
Table I gives the results for 3d ’ configuration. The theoretical 
values for cl, the multiplet separation factor, is /eio, in every term. The 
experimental values, as given in the 1 ist coluinn, are all very nearly equal 
to zero for all sextet and quartet terms In the term scheme we find a 
partial invertion of the iiiultiplet levels as in a to
This means that in the actual spectiam, tlie lines are very close together 
and occur in no definite older. iMir the assignments of such lines the 
method of constant difieiences is not of nuich help and evidence from 
Zeeman effect an l hyperfi le s ‘ ru:lure studies would b: essential.
C 0 N V I (i r  R A T I O N  vS AND d^^ .^ p
The formulae for the multiplct separations in these configurations were 
deri'. ed by us and given in column 3 in Tables II and III . They are 
obtained by considering the value of (A') in the configuration 3d* of, 
C r I I I  and given in terms of a. In the case of 3d\^p the individual 
formulae contain terms in a2 also  ^ which is the contribution by a p 
electron to the value in 3d\ These values are. not capable of evaluation 
and so they have to be eliminated by taking 2  A for (i) all terms of same 
multiplicity or (2; all terms of same L  value and so on.
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T a b i.r I
Multiplet separations in the observed terms of Cr I I  3d® configuration
Table II  contains the data on configuration. The experimental
values of A are calculated both from adjacent levels and total separation 
and average values are given in column 7. These are to be compared with 
the calculated values given in column 8. We find in sd^.4s configuration 
there is a good agreement. The inverted nature of c^D and b^D was 
also observed experimentally.
In the configuration 3d*.4/>, the value of A ' (Cr III) is calculated from 
that of A (Cr I l j  by the formulae and given in column (7) m Table III*
T able II
Mulliplet separation factor calculation in the terms of 
Cr 11 3d\45 configuration.
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Configuration 
and base term
Term
(l)
Formula for /I 
in terms of . T
(2)
Separation factor 
(.4 ) in terms of(<?)
vSepa
ca
adjacent
levels
ration factor (.1) 
ilculated from
Total Average 
^epatationl value
(-4 )
calculated
from
formula (2)
3cjV(>D)4 s
*a^n
* a W
■•1 = 4 .17 s
d = 6 ,l7 s
A -  a f   ^
A ~^a An
47  1,46 I 
4 4 -6.42  8 
68.6,66- 7 
64.6
44 6
6n.T
41 6
66.5
43 9 
65 g
^d*{d^P-)4S 
y i * {
b<F- ^'1= 2.173^  
-‘1 = 2.4 7 3  ^ 1 “  «/ 3
237,222.8 228 j 22g 3
73 2
3a<(a»P.)4 s 
3(J‘ ( 3F+)4 s
a * F .
* F *
/I =2.473") 
/I = 2 /1 7 3  i .1 = a/iS
«3 8.M 7 
” •3 n  0 13 2
12.2
■ id *{a^ P -)A s  
3dM »i’ +)4 S
a ‘‘ P . /1 = 4^l^/3 1 
A = ^ A ' l 2, S A =20/ 3
464 4 464.4 464.4
146.5
i d i { a ‘' F . ) 4 s 
3d'( >F+)4S
3d<(«3,D4 S
b*F,
c'D 
b*D 1
A ^ 4 173 i 
.4=4/173 ^
.1 = 2 /1 7 3
d = 4d V 3
A =  a !  9
.4 =  -a / iS  
A =  —a !  9
11.0
-22.5.-
19.T
- ' 13*0
II f) 
—16 g
- 35-4
II.0
- 1 7  9 
- 3 5 -4 .
24 4
— 12.2 
- 2 4  4
3(il(a^^ ;)4i■
3ii*(a>G)4'i
b *G
cHi
.4 = 2-4 ' ' 3
A ‘-4 .4 7 3
.4 = fl/TO
A ^  q ! ^
- •3 5  4 
29 5-21.9 
13.7 
31 2
20 4 
31-2
21.4
31.2 22.0
43-9
3d‘ (“*H)4 S
3dHam)AS am .1 = 2 / 1 7 34 = 4 . 4 7 3
A = a/15 
1^ = 2a/15
|I3 -8 ,i 4 5
14-3 1
33-1 I
14-3
33*1
14.2
33-1
14.7
29-3
3d*(a'5 )4 S a».S A  =0 .4 = 0 0.0 !j 0.0 0.0 0.0
3d<(a'f7)4 s b m A =0 .1= 0 12.0 1 12.0 12.0 0.0
3d*(o'l?)4S c m .4 = 0 .4 = 0 24 5 24-5 24.5 0 0
«.s .4 = 0 .4 =0 1 1 o.o
3 d<( 'D)4< m A =0 4 = 0 1
11 0.0
3d' (o'F 14 s d m .4 =0 1 =0 - 5 . . - 5-8 “ 5-8 0 0
3d‘( 'G ) a s m .1=0 .4 =0 I — ■  i 0.0
3d<(o’ /)4S b V A  =0 /I =0 - 4 .1  i -4 .1 0.0
a=2iQ.7
The base terms with no suffix before them are only theoretically possible terms and 
are not experimentally identified.
The values of the terms with asterisks are employed in the calculation of the value of a.
The mean value of A '  obtained from various sources (like all ‘P* terms, 
or all sextets etc. arising out of the same base term) is given at the end of 
the same column. T h is  is to be compared with the value given in the last
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column for as calculated from the ion data (Cr III). The agreement 
is quite good iii the case of ’'D , ’ H  and In the case of and *F  
terms both of which occur twice in the configuration 3d*, the agreement 
is not satisfactory. In case of such teams only au average value of the 
separation factor for the two similar terms is given by the formula. In 
general both the terms are rarely observed and unless we have the data 
of both the terms, it is not possible to take the average value from the 
experimental data. In case of “£) the value given in column 10 is obtained 
by calculation from Cr II I  data itself. It was not observed experimentally. 
This might possibly account for the considerable discrepancy between this 
value and the one shown in column 7. The case of doublets of Cr I I  
arising out of singlets of Cr III  is interesting. The A '  factors are zero. 
So the A  factor is obtained in terms of a^. The values of A  for all terms 
arising out of the same base term are zeroes as can be seen from Table I I I .  
From the nature of the formula it appears ns if we can calculate the value of 
at from the experimental value of the separation factor A  for a few doublets. 
However, on comparison with a few such calculated values, the values of Uj 
is found to be very erratic. Evidently no useful information could be 
obtained from these data. The separation factor for the added p electron 'i-, 
is not capable of direct calculation.
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